Ihmāl-meaning "neglect"-is the technical term in Arabic grammar for omitting the dots from certain letters of the Arabic alphabet. It also refers to the use of a whole range of signs (the ʿAlāmāt al-Ihmāl) to indicate that certain letters of the Arabic alphabet do not carry dots. Ihmāl was first developed in the so-called "new style" of Arabic script that emerged as a bookhand in the 3rd/9th century. "The neglect neglected" refers to the fact that the description and the use of the ʿAlāmāt al-Ihmāl have rarely been object of scholarly research. The subject is treated here according to a historical timeline. A short history of dotting is followed by a description of Ihmāl in full swing; then, variations on the theme are shown; and finally, the gradual disappearance Ihmāl and the shift in function, from orthographical auxiliary sign to ornamental element, are given attention. Several ideas on Ihmāl that have been articulated by scholars of the classical period are quoted.
Introduction
Ihmāl-meaning "neglect"-is the omission of dots from certain letters of the Arabic alphabet. It applies specifically to those letters that are not provided with punctuation, as opposed to the letters that carry dots. The opposite of Ihmāl is Iʿǧām. The maṣdar Ihmāl as a technical term is probably rather modern as it is not found in the earliest sources. Letters without diacritical dots are called Muhmala, "neglected" or "undotted". The word Ihmāl also refers to the writing of marks on top and underneath Arabic letters in order to indicate that they are undotted, i.e. that the dots have not accidentally been omitted. This should exclude all possible confusion between morphemes that are based on one and the same grapheme but only distinguished from one another by dots. The phenomenon of Ihmāl has received little to no attention in Western scholarship. This is surprising given that it is abundantly present in Arabic manuscripts from the 3rd/9th century onwards. One can speak, therefore, of "the neglect neglected". As far as I am aware, Adam Gacek is the only author to mention Ihmāl and to treat it in its proper perspective.1 The more general works leave the phenomenon unmentioned.2
Because the notation of the absence of dots is the subject of the present research, it seems appropriate to precede this with a short overview of the his- 2001 -2006 , but an electronic search through the entire Encyclopaedia was also conducted), devotes little attention to the written aspect of God's word, and it does not treat Ihmāl as a separate issue. The list of Ihmāl al-Ihmāl could be made much longer. As a phenomenon, Ihmāl has sometimes been described, by Wright in his grammar and by myself in my Seven Specimens of Arabic Manuscripts Preserved in the Library of the University of Leiden. Leiden (Brill), 1978. 1. ‫)ا(‬ alif (which is not really considered as a letter by the grammarians, but rather as a seat for the hamza, which in written Arabic has no consonant form of its own, and which in writing is treated as an accent); One may consider the ligature lām-alif as the twenty-ninth letter of the Arabic alphabet, as is often done, and also as the fifteenth grapheme; but for the subject of dotting this is not relevant. The homographs in groups 2-10 are nowadays distinguished by punctuation in principle (dots or no dots: groups 3-9), or by variation in punctuation (one dot or more than one dot: groups 2, 105), written on top or underneath the ductus (Rasm). Dotting is not relevant to group 11, but the distinction between kāf and lām works with a system borrowed from the one devised for Ihmāl. A similar reasoning exists, as we will see, for the distinction between mīm and wāw (groups 12, 13). Grapheme No. 14 also has in its final and its detached forms two variants: undotted and then it is the hāʾ, and provided with two dots on top, in which case it is the tāʾ marbūṭa. The two variants of this grapheme will be treated at the end of this article.
Writing such dots is called Iʿǧām, "to punctuate", "to provide with a diacritical dot", and a letter onto which Iʿǧām is applied is called Muʿǧama. The terms Naqṭ and Tanqīṭ (literally: 'pointing' , 'dotting') are also used, but these words have a much wider meaning. Not writing such dots is called Ihmāl, meaning "to neglect", "to omit", "not to provide with one or more dots". The marks, which serve to indicate the absence of dots, are the focus of my attention. Ihmāl is directly relevant to seven of the above groups (Nos. 3-9) only, whereas group 11, and also groups 12, 13 and 14 have somehow borrowed from Ihmāl conventions.
A Very Short History of Dotting
The obvious place to look for a history of the Arabic script, and of all scripts of the world as it was known in 10th-century Baghdad, is al-Nadīm's Fihrist. His list is impressive if only for its cosmopolitan outlook. However, as detailed as it is-with its mixture of legend and fact, with his mention of numerous scripts from all corners of the world, which already in his time had become extinct and forgotten except for their names-it is remarkable how little al-Nadīm says about the structure of Arabic script. According to the legend, the inventor of the diacritics, long before the advent of Islam, was an inhabitant of al-Anbār by the name of ʿĀmir b. Ǧidhra. Secondly, al-Nadīm mentions the script of Sind in which dots are used. From the specimen that he shows of this Sindī script, it is evident that he gives the Indian numerals 1-9 (plus the zero, which does not count), which are provided with one dot for the following nine letters, and with two dots for what remains of this "alphabet". And he mentions the Ethiopian script, which does not distinguish, he says, between tāʾ and thāʾ, ḥāʾ and khāʾ, rāʾ and zāy, ʿayn and ghayn, and ṭāʾ and ẓāʾ.6 And that is about all. Naqṭ is not wholly absent from the Fihrist, however, since two persons with the professional surname "al-Nāqiṭ", performer of Naqṭ, are mentioned. Their Naqṭ is not further elaborated by al-Nadīm, however.7 His short chapter on dotting and vocalizing the Arabic script gives bibliographical information on early books on the subject, but next to nothing about their content.8
There is an extensive survey by Andreas Kaplony about dotting in early Arabic writing.9 Kaplony goes into great detail, with an extensive count of occurrences of dotting and not-dotting. He does not mention Ihmāl, however, and it is not evident that signs that indicate not-dotting occur in Kaplony's material. They may not yet have existed in the early period from which Kaplony's documents date. The emergence of Ihmāl practices seems to coincide with the Arabic bookhand from the early 3rd/9th century onwards. A bookhand is the style of writing by a professional or scholarly copyist, who produces a copy of a text for "public" use, so that that copy may, in turn, serve as the next phase in the chain of transmission of a particular text. The extent to which Arabic bookhands are similar or different from the writing of professional scribes of documents remains to be established. The function and purpose of chancery and notarial scripts are different from those of the copyists of books. There is also a difference in time between Kaplony's specimens and the emergence of the "new style" to be taken into account. The Arabic script in the few papyri that I am familiar with, and which date from the 1st/7th and 2nd/8th centuries, already shows forms that would only come into use in bookhands much later. Predecessors of "round script" or "new style script" can already be seen in papyri of the first century ah, and some of these forms were eventually adopted as bookhand. It is as if they were suddenly discovered from an existing reservoir of graphemes for everyday use for letters and documents, and then incorporated into the canon of the "new style" of Arabic script that developed in the 3rd/9th century. It makes sense to assume that there were predecessors in script forms from which the "new style" would develop, rather than to think of the "new style" as the spontaneous generation of a new script. The absence of Ihmāl in early documents on papyrus may be caused by the fact that Ihmāl is typically an issue that concerns the makers of books, much more than that it affects makers of documents, who have no responsibility for the transmission of a text, and who, in order to guarantee the authenticity of a document, would execute it with a certain degree of illegibility, which is difficult to imitate or counterfeit.
Al-Dānī on Naqṭ
The Andalusian Qurʾānic scholar al-Dānī (d. 444/1053) has written on Naqṭ. For him, Naqṭ is the application of a variety of auxiliary signs or markers added to the Qurʾānic text. In his al-Muḥkam fī Naqṭ al-Maṣāḥif 10 he starts by providing a historical overview: how the early Qurʾān manuscripts were originally devoid of Naqṭ (ʿĀriya min al-Naqṭ),11 how certain scholars of the Salaf were against adding punctuation, and how other scholars permitted it. The word Naqṭ in this context has a wide semantic range; its meaning is not limited to vocalization and the distinction between homographs, it is also used in the wider sense of Āya dividers. It refers to all human additions to the Rasm, the skeleton text of God's word. As al-Dānī tells us, it is considered by the early scholars as an enlightenment to the Qurʾānic text (huwa Nūr lahu). Al-Dānī also treats the permissibility of other "modern" human additions to the original Qurʾānic text, such as the marginal Āya counting by ten (Taʿshīr) and by five (Takhmīs), the Sūra headings, and a whole range of other, useful subjects. However, al-Dānī is In a comprehensive chapter on Naqṭ, al-Dānī once more sums up the development of additional signs in copies of the Qurʾān. This gives the impression that the longer the ʿAṣr al-Faṣāḥa, the "era of the purity of language" or "era of eloquence"-by which he means the early period during which knowledge of good Arabic was supposed to be widespread-was behind them, the more scholars needed additional help in determining the correct pronunciation of God's word. In this ongoing search for meaning, new signs were increasingly being devised.14 An important subject for al-Dānī is the On the small reproduction in Déroche's survey, the Ihmāl notes cannot easily be distinguished, but other images of the same manuscript show a complete system of Ihmāl in action. Some caution is necessary with this manuscript, however. Its unequivocal dating is on the basis of the colophon on f. 241b.19 But the leaves before f. 241 may be part of another manuscript as they seem to be of a different type of paper and they have a lay-out that differs from that on ff. 241a -b. Although there may be an explanation for this difference of lay-out and script, it means that most of the manuscript cannot automatically and unreservedly be dated to 252/866. Only the text on ff. 241a -b is dated beyond doubt. F. 241a, the page preceding the page with the colophon, is a full text page and on it one can observe a complete system of Ihmāl in operation: under the dāl a dot; under the rāʾ a dot; under the ḥāʾ a small stylized ḥāʾ; under the ṣāḍ a dot; under the ṭāʾ a dot; and under the ʿayn a small ʿayn.
[ Fig. 1 ] From the point of view of Iʿǧām, this manuscript is also interesting because it writes the fāʾ with one dot on top (which is nothing new) but the qāf with one dot underneath (which is less usual).20 Alain George seems to interpret the abundantly present Ihmāl signs in this manuscript as vowels. He writes: "In this text, vocalization is indicated by small signs inspired by Arabic letter shapes-a convention which became increasingly widespread from the tenth century onwards. This, together with the complete notation of diacritics and the use of paper, makes the manuscript a precursor of tendencies that would gain momentum in the following decades".21 This misrepresentation of Ihmāl is an additional argument for studying this phenomenon for what it really is. Déroche's second specimen indicating Ihmāl is a manuscript the present location of which is unknown, although it may be somewhere in Saint Petersburg. It is a fragment on parchment with Christian legends and it is dated 272 (885-886ce one sees a small ṣād underneath the ṣād and a stylized ʿayn under the ʿayn. The image of these three lines and Fleischer's dating is all we have of this manuscript, but from the two Ihmāl notations in the third line of the fragment, we can postulate the existence of more. The copyist of that manuscript of 272ah probably had a complete repertoire of Ihmāl signs at his disposal. Déroche's third specimen that seems to show Ihmāl, although this is not easily visible on Déroche's fragmentary image, is an Islamic manuscript (whether it was written on paper or parchment is not indicated) with a clear dating of Muḥarram 279 (892ce). It is ms Dublin, Chester Beatty Library No. 3494. According to Arberry, it contains the second volume of the Gharīb al-Ḥadīth by Ibn Qutayba.23 On the full-page reproduction that Arberry provides of f. 136a of the manuscript, at least two letters with Ihmāl can be distinguished: a ḥāʾ with a small sign underneath, and an ʿayn with a small stylized ʿayn underneath. [Fig. 2] These three examples adduce enough material to justify the conclusion that halfway through the 3rd/9th century a full-fledged system of Ihmāl was operative, both in Islamic and in Christian Arabic manuscripts. A review of Déroche's specimens also shows that Ihmāl is not applied in older Qurʾānic scripts, but only in the newer, round scripts, for which the 3rd/9th century gives the first examples as a bookhand, albeit in a still intermediate form between the edgy Qurʾānic script ("Kūfī") and the later round scripts. We see the round scripts ("new style") fully develop in the 4th/10th century, culminating in an elaborate masterpiece as is Ibn al-Bawwāb's Qurʾān of 391/1000-1001. This manuscript shows fully developed systems of Iʿǧām, Tashkīl and Ihmāl. Here is the explanation for the absence of mention of Ihmāl in al-Dānī's al-Muḥkam fī Naqṭ al-Maṣāḥif. His Maṣāḥif may have shown Naqṭ, but Ihmāl was not applied to them. Al-Dānī may have known Ihmāl in contemporary manuscripts, but for his discussion on the development of Qurʾānic scripts the issue of Ihmāl was not relevant.
Ihmāl in Action
In Maṣāḥif and other manuscripts written in the "new style" of Arabic script, we see Ihmāl being applied. The Khalili manuscript kfq26 is such a Qurʾānic There is a method (Madhhab) in how he does that, and that is that, when he keeps a few forms and gives them shape by hand, this is easier than to be engaged in many forms and to remember these. So he assembles twenty-nine letters in ten-and-a-few forms.
The hamza, (10-11) and the alif, which is nothing but a silent one, are one form, and he is obliged to distinguish between these two with a dot (Nuqṭa), as he does that with the other letters, but he finds that the Arabs 31 Translated here directly from the facsimile edition, as the manuscript is clear and almost complete in its additional markers, Iʿǧām, Shakl and Ihmāl. [ Fig. 4 ] As such, it is the perfect example of its own subject. As the edition has not preserved the original foliation or pagination of the manuscript (if there was any), the pagination of Mustafīd's edition is referred to. Bāʾ, Tāʾ, Thāʾ. The bāʾ, tāʾ and thāʾ are one form, and in the connected form the nūn and the yāʾ are added to them. The distinction between them is that one dot is placed underneath the bāʾ, two dots above the tāʾ and three dots above the thāʾ (just as the three stones on which one cooks), and above the nūn one dot and underneath the yāʾ two dots. And if [the writer] makes the yāʾ without dot underneath then that is sufficient because of the things that are agreed in [one] form. If he has a letter that comes in three forms, and when he has two forms, it is sufficient that one of the two is known (12-13) so that it becomes the distinctive sign for the other which has no sign. The same goes in case he has to distinguish between three: if he knows two of them, then the third one is the letter without the sign. This is the case in everything. The writer of this script has done so later on, and maybe he is bound to analogy, but people make changes.
Ǧīm, Ḥāʾ, Khāʾ. The ǧīm, the ḥāʾ and the khāʾ are one form. Underneath the ǧīm is a dot, underneath the ḥāʾ there is no sign (Ghufl) which is its sign, and on top of the khāʾ is a dot. There are people who confirm the ḥāʾ [as a ḥāʾ] by writing a ḥāʾ underneath, and every writer (Kātib) has the right to do as he chooses, as can the writer of script desist from this.
Dāl, Dhāl. The dāl and the dhāl are one form. On top of the dhāl is a dot, whereas the dāl is not provided with a dot. There are people who place a dot underneath the dāl, and that is more certain. There are Ḥadīth scholars who write a dāl underneath the dāl.
Rāʾ, Zāy. The rāʾ and the zāy are one form. The dot is on top of the zāy, and the rāʾ is not provided with a dot. There are people who place underneath (14-15) the rāʾ a dot, as they do with the dāl. Among the authors on grammar (Lugha), [there are people] who place a v-like sign on top of the rāʾ, which is an inverted rāʾ. Ṣād, Ḍād. The ṣād and the ḍād are one form. The dot is on top of the ḍād and the ṣād has no sign. There are people who place a dot underneath the ṣād, and there are many authors on grammar who confirm this by writing a ṣad underneath the ṣād. Several well-known authors on grammar write underneath the sīn a sīn and underneath the ʿayn a complete ʿayn.
Ṭāʾ, Ẓāʾ. The ṭāʾ and the ẓāʾ are one form. The dot is written on top of the ẓāʾ, whereas the ṭāʾ has no dot. There are people who place a dot underneath the ṭāʾ, and among the authors on grammar there are people who place a ṭāʾ underneath the ṭāʾ, and they do similarly with the ʿayn and the ghayn.
Fāʾ, Qāf. In their connected position the fāʾ and the qāf are one form, but they are distinguished from one another (16-17) by one dot on top of the fāʾ and two dots on top of the qāf. If one does not write a dot on the fāʾ, but leaves it undotted, then it is sufficient to dot the qāf. Among the authors of old times are people who write one dot underneath the fāʾ. There has been made a distinction between the fāʾ and the qāf in their final and detached forms, whereby the qāf has a curved stroke, whereas the fāʾ has a flat extension.
Kāf, Lām. The kāf and the lām are not in need of dots, because their forms are different.
The difference between the final or detached mīm and the wāw is that the mīm has a small circle pasted on top of the curve that is as a back to it, whereas the hāʾ and the wāw have a small circle on top of the curve, which is as a belly to it.
The difference between the hāʾ and the mīm, although their basic form is that either one is a circle, is that the hāʾ is split with a line when it is in the beginning of the word, or as a filling inside it, so that it cannot be confused with the mīm. In its final form the curve is a distinction between the hāʾ and the mīm.
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The difference between the yāʾ and the nūn is made in the final form, as the yāʾ regresses and the nūn has a round curve. The difference (18) (19) between the zāy and the nūn, when they have a curved shape, is made by writing the nūn wider than the zāy, according to what the writer does and as is his habit in this.
Know that the writer of these forms has taken these out of a line, a circle and a bow of a circle. When you think further about it, you will find it [to be true]. Then he has mixed these three with one another and then this comes out of it.33
And when a student wishes to put the position of the letters, in which there is confusion when dotting is absent or when dotting is present, in a different place, then he can do so, as do those who write letters which they call "interpretation" (Tarǧama).34
In this introductory discourse, al-Sarrāǧ gives a fairly complete overview of what we call Ihmāl, only he does not use that word. For the not-writing of a dot he uses the word Ghufl ('unmarked') and for it being applied to a letter he uses the passive of form iv of the verb of the root ughfila ("to be neglected"). Ighfāl is evidently a synonym of Ihmāl, but it has not become the generally accepted term for indicating that a letter is dotless. Apart from Ghufl and ughfila al-Sarrāǧ does not use other derivations of the root gh-f-l. Al-Sarrāǧ's main chapter, which is much longer than his introduction, mostly treats vocalization and the orthography of the Hamza. For the present subject it contains little of relevance. Is dotting the script really so important? The lack of dotting, a reduction of the script to its 14 basic forms, or instances of highly incomplete dotting, can also be seen in manuscripts, and not as a symptom of negligent copying. This frequently concerns scientific manuscripts, where the learned copyist apparently is of the opinion that complete Iʿǧām is unnecessary. Franz Rosen-
33
Could this be interpreted as an early reference to the geometrical ideas about the construction of the Arabic script, which gained popularity under the name of This undated manuscript, the age of which has in the past been somewhat exaggerated, but which may date from the 6th/12th century-an age in which all additional reading marks were in full use-is fairly devoid of dotting. [ Fig. 6 ] An explanation of this may lie elsewhere. Would it maybe serve the exclusivity of the text and would it keep the text reserved for the competent few who are able to read without dots? We are not told, but, especially in manuscripts with subjects the understanding of which requires high expertise, there is a tendency to omit dots. Yet, also in such manuscripts one can observe Ihmāl, even if it is an entirely redundant feature.38 Sometimes later scholars would add dots to such undotted manuscripts (as may be seen from the different colour of the ink), but that is not always an improvement. The idea of Ihmāl has indeed an element of redundancy in it. If one assumes that a good copyist diligently copies his text, he has no need of Ihmāl at all. And the Maghribī copyist does not need it, which is the best proof of Ihmāl being superfluous. Is it the supposed horror vacui of the Muslim scholar that makes him embrace this system, even when he has no need of it? Whatever it may be, the system has become widespread, and not only in calligraphic manuscripts. There seem to be regional preferences in the acceptance and continuation of the use of Ihmāl. In manuscripts from the Yemen Ihmāl is widely used, even till recent times, not always for all nine possibilities in which Ihmāl can be used, but for a few at least.39 Where, how, and till when Ihmāl was used remains to be established in further research. One wonders, for instance, whether it is still being taught in the traditional curriculum in the Yemen. The two sorts of Ihmāl that in the past few centuries have been in use in the Yemen have recently been described by me.40
The Ḥadīth scholar al-Rāmahurmuzī (d. 360/970-971) gives the matter only summary attention and, contrary to al-Dānī in his Muḥkam, he does not focus on old Maṣāḥif. He mentions dotting, which he calls Taʿǧīm, and vocalization. Matters of Ihmāl do not exist for him. But that Naqṭ and Shakl are important to him is beyond doubt. How could one otherwise have the orthography of proper names correct? He also mentions different opinions on the degree of Naqṭ and Shakl that one should apply. Should this be done completely (that is, in a mostly redundant way) or only when necessary?41 The later Ḥadīth scholars give the matter of Ihmāl more attention, not for ornamental but for utilitarian reasons. In his "Introduction to the Science of Ḥadīth", the Damascene scholar Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ al-Shahrazūrī (d. 643/1245) has a paragraph on the necessity of Ihmāl. He writes:
Just as the letters with diacritical points are made clear by pointing, so should the letters without diacritical points be fixed with a sign to indicate the absence of pointing. The way that people clarify there letters varies. Some invert the points, putting the points which belong above the pointed letters under the analogous unpointed letters. So they place points under rāʾ, ṣāḍ, ṭāʾ, ʿayn and the other unpointed letters like them. One of the practitioners of this said that the points under the unpointed sīn should be spread out in a row while those which are over the pointed shīn should be arranged like a tripod. Some people make the sign indicating the absence of pointing over the unpointed letters in the shape of a nail paring resting on its back. Some put under the unpointed ḥāʾ a small unconnected ḥāʾ, and do the same under the dāl, ṭāʾ, ṣāḍ, sīn, ʿayn and the rest of the ambiguous unpointed letters. These are the widespread and well-known forms of the signs indicating that a letter is unpointed. There are also signs found in numerous books which many people do not understand, like the sign of those who make a small line over an unpointed letter and that of those who put something shaped like a hamza under an unpointed letter. God knows best.42
One of the reasons for the popularity of Ihmāl with copyists and calligraphers may have been that it opened up an entirely new repertoire of additional forms of ornamentation and of space fillers. One sees that already in the Qurʾān of Ibn al-Bawwāb. Now that copyists, from the first half of the 3rd/9th century onwards, had a full set of Ihmāl signs at their disposal, one wonders, whether they actually used them. The answer is yes and no. Not only in the sacred text, where even the slightest misunderstanding should be avoided, but also in literary, mostly poetical texts, the Ihmāl signs found introduction and acceptance. A glance at Ibn al-Bawwāb's Qurʾān of 391/1000-1001 shows that Ihmāl has gained a place in the copyist's repertoire of forms, alongside other explicatory signs that, in course of time, had been invented for the fixation of the sacred text. But also in less sacred, yet no less important texts this is the case. An example, one of many, is the Luzūm ma lā yalzam by Abū al-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī (d. 449/1057), in ms Leiden Or. 100,43 which has its pages well-filled with signs of Ihmāl. Each part of the ductus has been completely provided with Intentional scarcity of diacritics, sometimes combined with extremely cursive and dense writing, is not limited to scientific texts. It can be seen in numerous Ḥadīth manuscripts as well. This is remarkable since most information about how texts should be written comes from Ḥadīth scholars such as Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ, who advocate clarity and who abhor ambiguity. It shows that their texts are prescriptive and that they may have aimed at altering the practice of the contrary among their peers. An example from the realm of Ḥadīth of such cursive writing, with an almost total lack of diacritics, is what I designate as the Ibn al-Lubūdī44 papers, a collection of 38 shorter Aǧzāʾ, study notebooks, autographs, Samāʿāt, Qirāʾāt, and copies, on all sorts of subjects of Ḥadīth, all in the hand of the Damascene scholar Aḥmad b. Khalīl b. Aḥmad b. Ibrahīm alLubūdī al-Atharī (d. 896/1490).45 When Ibn al-Lubūdī treats his reader with the odd vowel or sukūn, it is not usually necessary for a better comprehension of the text; it is simply redundant. It is astonishing how easily understandable a barely punctuated text is, especially when one has become an insider on the subject.
[ Fig. 7 ] In scientific texts as well as in Ḥadīth texts the absence of diacritics and vowels has as effect certain exclusivity; they are not meant to be widely accessible. That does not serve to exclude scholars, but it must prevent beginners from working above their level. That one should not overstep one's level in scholarship (Martabat al-ʿIlm) is an educational adage.46 In the Indo-Persian realm the ideas on difficulty of content go hand in hand with difficulty in form. The poetry 44 His ʿUrf so given by al- Sakhawī, vol. 1, p. 293. 45 The collection of Ibn al-Lubūdī papers is described together by Carlo Landberg, however, in al-Sakhāwī, al-Ḍawʾ al-Lāmiʿ li-Ahl al-Qarn al-Tāsiʿ. Cairo (12 vols.), 1353 -1355 (1934 -1936 Ibn 
Some Unexpected Consequences
A coherent use of Ihmāl can have curious consequences. It may strike a reader that, especially in Yemeni manuscripts, the little v-like sign (al-Sarrāǧ: an inverted rāʾ on top of the rāʾ; Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ: "the shape of a nail paring") is written in such a minute way that it can hardly be distinguished from the same grapheme with a dot on top. So here the system that has as its purpose to distinguish between letters such as the rāʾ and the zāy ends up with writing them in an almost identical way.
In manuscripts in which Ihmāl is in use, it sometimes takes preference over other notation systems, although it is a system that is additional and subservient to the scripts in which it appears. So it can happen that when there is no Ihmāl sign, and a letter remains undotted, it means that the undotted letter without Ihmāl marking should be read as a dotted letter, precisely because of the absence of Ihmāl. In this way of thinking ‫ح‬ forcibly becomes ǧīm, ‫ط‬ forcibly becomes ẓāʾ, precisely because they are without Ihmāl marks. So here we are even a step further: the absence of Ihmāl, which in itself is the notation of an absence, becomes meaningful. These are pitfalls that the palaeographer should be very much aware of. Double application of Ihmāl signs is far from rare, and a sīn with three dots underneath plus a v-like Ihmāl sign on top can be seen frequently. The kāf and the lām are both undotted letters and they fall outside the categories of graphemes that need Ihmāl, at least in the "new style".48 Sometimes they are similar to one another, especially in their final and detached forms, and this might create confusion. Several strategies were developed to distinguish between them. The ascender of the kāf would often be written in a crooked way, whereas the lām would retain a vertical shape. Once the system of Ihmāl was well established, kāf is often provided with a small kāf (which nowadays 47 See on him Jiři Bečka, "Tajik Literature from the 16th Century to the Present", in Jan Rypka, History of Iranian Literature. Dordrecht (D. Reidel), 1968, pp. 482-605, in particular pp. 515-520. 48 In the "Kufic" scripts kāf and lām are two distinct graphemes, and the problem of confusion does not present itself. In calligraphic scripts one can often observe a connection between alif and lām between the tops of the two ascenders, and not a connection on the baseline. There is one more grapheme with a dotted and an undotted variant, the final and detached hāʾ, No. 14 of the list of graphemes above, to which so far little attention has been given. Without dots it is the hāʾ, with two dots on top it is the tāʾ marbūṭa and the word which has this dotted tāʾ marbūṭa is in the construct state. Neither al-Sarrāǧ, nor Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ mention the tāʾ marbūṭa as a problem for which some sort of Ihmāl is necessary. Al-Sarrāǧ mentions the possibility of confusion between the hāʾ and the mīm, not between hāʾ and tāʾ marbūṭa. In Mamlūk manuscripts one may encounter a sign that looks like a small hāʾ with a short tail ( ‫ﻫ‬ ‫ـ‬ ) or followed by a short final yāʾ ( ‫ﻫ‬ ‫ﮯ‬ ), which is written above the undotted final and detached hāʾ in order, apparently, to indicate that this is not a tāʾ marbūṭa. It has the same dynamics as a regular Ihmāl notation but it is, of course, not really an Ihmāl mark. The fear that the dotted and undotted variants of the final and detached forms of this grapheme could be confused is largely theoretical, even imaginary, and in practice such confusion rarely happens if at all. In manuscripts in which it is used, it can be seen written on the final hāʾ of the word "Allāh", as if there is a danger that that hāʾ could be an undotted tāʾ marbūṭa. Applying it is, therefore, yet another act of redundancy in which copyists and calligraphers so eagerly indulge.51 49 Gacek, Arabic Manuscripts, p. 286, calls it "superscript hamzah (nabrah) (especially for the medial kāf )". Nabra is "each elevated object" (A. It is neither the ductus (Rasm), in what seems to be a mixture of Naskh and Muḥaqqaq script, nor the vowels (Shakl), nor the punctuation (Iʿǧām) that attract attention in the Münster manuscript. All these have been added in an accurate way. Rather the copyist's unfettered use of Ihmāl marks is remarkable.
[ Fig. 8 ] The Ihmāl forms in use in the Münster manuscript are: 1. for ḥāʾ a small ḥāʾ written underneath; 2. for the dāl, rāʾ, sīn, ṣād a small v-like sign is used, written on top, though hardly in a consistent way; 3. for ʿayn a small ʿayn underneath, though not consistently, and the small v-like sign is also used on top of the ʿayn, though rarely. No Ihmāl signs seem to have been employed by the copyist to distinguish ṭāʾ from ẓāʾ. In addition, the copyist makes a clear distinction between final or end-kāf and final or end-lām. In the former he writes the small kāf (which he also uses for intermediate kāf ), and in the latter he writes the small v-like sign that he also uses over rāʾ and sīn.
He seems eager to transgress the rule. One example of such transgression is the use of the small ḥāʾ underneath the ḥāʾ, which is correct, but the copyist Warner (1619 Warner ( -1665 ; ms Utrecht Or. 42, collected by Christian Rau (Ravius, 1613 (Ravius, -1677 in Constantinople, etc. of the Münster manuscript equally uses it underneath the ǧīm and the khāʾ. By doing so the copyist makes the use of Ihmāl meaningless. He thus detaches the Ihmāl signs from their original function and changes them into ornamental elements on his page. The copyist's use of the small v-like sign is even more outrageous. It can be seen on top of bāʾ, final kāf (even when provided already with small kāf ), mīm, nūn, wāw, and even on kashīda, which is not a letter but an auxiliary form.55 The v-signs truly have become ornaments and look like little birds that freely fly over the hilly landscape of the copyist's Rasm. This copyist also uses the small hāʾ connected with a short tail, just described, but he sometimes also uses it when the tāʾ marbūṭa is left without dots. We have here an early example (late 15th century) of the total deconstruction of the Ihmāl system and of the ornamentalization of its signs.56
In the Mashriq, and certainly in the Ottoman Empire in the 18th and 19th centuries, this was the road which Ihmāl was to follow anyway. While copyists in the Yemen faithfully kept writing their Ihmāl signs in order to make their texts as clear as possible, the calligraphers of Constantinople incorporated the Ihmāl signs into their repertoire, not as the reading signs they were originally devised for, but as extra ornamental elements to fill up the space between the lines and within the Rasm of their graphical masterpieces.
Later use of Ihmāl can be seen in numerous calligraphic specimens. In a short piece, Qiṭʿa, by the Ottoman calligrapher Ḥāfiẓ ʿUthmān (d. 1110/1698), we can observe Ihmāl, although only four possibilities of Ihmāl out of the maximum of nine are used: ḥāʾ, ṣād, ṭāʾ and ʿayn. One specimen is too short to exclude Ḥāfiẓ ʿUthmān's use of Ihmāl with the other undotted letters,57 but the numerous specimens given by Ömer Faruk Dere taken together show that the Ihmāl signs have become part of the calligrapher's repertoire of forms. An example of the expansion to mīm of the Ihmāl system is shown in a cal- 55 But he may have confused it for a sīn (f. 33a, line 2, on the kashīda between the yāʾ and the lām of Ismaʿīl). Marking the kashīda as a non-letter can already be seen in al-Maʿarrī's Luzūm, ms Leiden Or. 100, a manuscript dated 517/1123, e.g. p. 263, line 7: wa-qāla ( fig. 5 ). 56
As an interlinear sign it can be seen in ms Leiden Or. 92, Kitāb al-Ḥiyal wal-Ḥurūb, a work dedicated to the arts of war, mainly sword fighting, archery and pyrotechnics, ascribed to Alexander the Great (see Voorhoeve, Handlist, . This manuscript, which is undated, makes the impression of having been copied in the Mamlūk period. In the later manuscript production of the Mashriq, till well into the period of transition between writing and printing in the 19th century, Ihmāl slowly disappeared from manuscripts, although not categorically. With typographical printing, one could say that there would be no necessity for Ihmāl anymore, as a printed text could never cause the ambiguities that a negligent copyist might create. In typesetting, a dot is a dot, and when there is no dot, then there is really none. A remnant of Ihmāl has survived in an early example of Arabic printing, the Venice edition of the Qurʾān of 1537, which was probably designed after a Mamlūk manuscript.59 The small v-sign is used there as an accessory written over the sīn of the word Sūra, but only in the large font that is used for the sūra headings. The main text of the Venice Qurʾān is devoid of any such subtleties. But that was exceptional and typographical printing effectively proved to be the end of the Ihmāl system as applied to texts. At the same time, Ihmāl has remained part and parcel of the repertoire of forms of the modern graphic artists of the Arab and Islamic world. 
